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I. Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. What is your name and business address? 3 

A. My name is Richard D. O’Toole.  My business address is 1919 Swift Drive, Oak Brook, 4 

Illinois 60523. 5 

Q. By what entity are you employed and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) as the Director, 7 

Customer Strategy Advanced Meter Infrastructure (“AMI”). 8 

B. Purpose of Direct Testimony 9 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to address the reasonableness of the capital expenditures 11 

relating to the deployment of the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”), including 12 

meters, network devices and information systems, and the Operating and Maintenance 13 

expenses (“O&M”) associated with communications, customer education, and the third-14 

party fees for workshop facilitation; all recovered pursuant to Rider AMP - Advanced 15 

Metering Program Adjustment (“Rider AMP”).  ComEd witness James C. Eber will 16 

address the O&M and capital costs related to the Customer Applications Program 17 

(“CAP”). 18 

C. Background and Qualifications 19 

Q. What are your current duties and responsibilities? 20 
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A. As Director of Customer Strategy, AMI, I am responsible for leading the identification, 21 

evaluation and recommendation of transformational strategies and solutions to meter-to-22 

cash functions along with completing the evaluation of the AMI Pilot Program. 23 

Q. What was your earlier professional experience? 24 

A. Prior to becoming Director, Customer Strategy, AMI, I was the Director of the AMI Pilot 25 

Program where I led the project activities and ensured its alignment with ComEd’s 26 

developing Smart Grid vision.  Further, I supported the CAP being developed as part of 27 

the AMI Pilot project.  Prior to becoming Director of the AMI Pilot Program, I was 28 

Director of Contract Management at Exelon Business Services Company.  From April 29 

2002 to September 2004, I was the Executive Assistant to the Chief Operating Officer at 30 

Exelon Business Services Company.  From October 1994 to April 2002, I held several 31 

corporate positions in market research, business development, and corporate 32 

development.  From October 1990 until October 1994, I was a Customer Service 33 

Supervisor at Chatham Hydro in Ontario Canada.  Finally, from June 1985 through 34 

August 1990, I worked as an Account Manager and Market Research Analyst for 35 

ComEd. 36 

Q. What is your educational background? 37 

A. I have a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from University of Notre Dame.  I also have a 38 

M.M. Degree from Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management. 39 

D. Summary of Conclusions 40 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your testimony. 41 
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A. During the AMP Reconciliation Period, the calendar year 2010, the capital costs incurred 42 

with the deployment of AMI meters (or “smart meters”), network devices and associated 43 

information systems infrastructure, and O&M expenses for communications, customer 44 

education, and third-party fees were reasonable. 45 

II. AMI Pilot 46 

Q. What is the AMI Pilot? 47 

A. As approved by the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission” or “ICC”) in its 48 

Docket No. 09-0263 (Order dated October 14, 2009), ComEd’s AMI Pilot was to be 49 

comprised of approximately 131,000 smart meters in Chicago and nine neighboring 50 

municipalities.  It primary purposes were to examine the operational costs and benefits of 51 

smart meters and to support the CAP.  A secondary purpose was to attempt to conduct 52 

two technical proofs of concept, one of which turned out to be feasible.  53 

Q. How many smart meters have been deployed as part of the AMI Pilot? 54 

A. As of May 27, 2011, ComEd has installed 127,741 smart meters from the targeted total of 55 

131,000 to be installed in the Pilot locations and has successfully billed nearly all the 56 

customers1 served by these meters using the AMI systems.  The meters have been 57 

deployed as follows: 58 

                                                 
1 A small number of customers may not be billed using the AMI systems due to the recent installation of the meter 
or technical communication issues with the meter requiring that the meter be replaced. 
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ICC Pilot Locations Objective 
Meters 

Planned 
Meters 

Exchanged 

“I-290 Corridor” 

All meters in the following nine (9) 
towns:  Bellwood, Berwyn, 
Broadview, Forest Park, Hillside, 
Maywood, Melrose Park, Oak 
Park, River Forest 

• Validate 
operational 
business 
case 

• Support 
CAP 

100,000 96,846 

City of Chicago – Humboldt 
Park Area 

Footprint bounded by Chicago Ave 
(S), Pulaski Rd (W), Diversey Ave 
(N), Sacramento Ave (E) 

 

• Further 
support of 
CAP 

30,000 30,678 

High Rise Buildings Proof-of-
Concept 

Chicago 

• Demonstrate 
ability to 
read smart 
meters in a 
High Rise  

500 217 

Water Meter Proof-of-Concept 

Tinley Park 

• Demonstrate 
ability to 
read water 
meters over 
an electric 
meter work 

500 0 

TOTAL 131,000 127,741 

 59 

Q. Can you explain the difference between the number of AMI meters planned for and 60 

the number actually installed? 61 

A. The primary difference can be explained through a combination of the remaining 62 

installations for commercial and industrial accounts, hard-to-access residential accounts 63 

which are inactive, and overall Pilot contingency.  Initially, ComEd focused on 64 
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residential installs to support the CAP with commercial and industrial meter installs 65 

scheduled at the back end of the deployment period.  When ComEd began the 66 

commercial and industrial installs, technical difficulties emerged that required a 67 

temporary delay in further installs.  Additionally, ComEd decided to put all non-essential 68 

activities on hold, including meter installations after the Illinois Appellate Court ruling 69 

that reversed Commission approval of rider recovery of the AMI Pilot costs.  See 70 

Commonwealth Edison Company v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 405 Ill.App.3d 389, 415 71 

(2nd Dist, 2010) (“Appellate Decision”).  After the Commission Bridge Tariff in Docket 72 

No. 10-0567 was approved (“Bridge Tariff”), ComEd resumed Pilot activities in January 73 

2011. Activities included meter installs in Chicago, I-290 Corridor and the High Rise 74 

proof-of-concept.  As a result of these remaining efforts, ComEd did install the 30,000 75 

meters in Chicago but only needed 217 meters for the High Rise proof-of concept and has 76 

some remaining commercial and industrial and hard to access residential meters.  Finally, 77 

due to delays with commercial agreements between Silver Spring Networks and the water 78 

meter manufacturer (as well as outstanding technical hurdles), ComEd was unable to 79 

initiate the water meter proof-of-concept. 80 

Q. Does the AMI Pilot consist solely of the deployment of smart meters? 81 

A. No.  In addition to the deployment of smart meters, network devices needed to be 82 

purchased and installed, allowing the smart meters to communicate across public carriers 83 

(e.g., AT&T, Sprint, and Verizon) to the AMI data center.  The implementation of a new 84 

information systems infrastructure (hardware, software and integration to existing 85 

systems) was also necessary, allowing ComEd to communicate with the smart meters, 86 

gather data, and ultimately bill customers.  In addition, the Pilot began with collaborative 87 
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workshops with external stakeholders to define the scope of the Pilot; these workshops 88 

were facilitated by a third party chosen by the Commission, R.W. Beck.  As a result, the 89 

Pilot required that ComEd educate AMI customers about the meter change and the 90 

available tools to help them manage their energy usage.  The communications targeted all 91 

Pilot participants, including the CAP participants.   92 

Q. Can you further describe the expenses for customer communications incurred by 93 

ComEd under the AMI Pilot? 94 

A. The Customer Communications expenses incurred by ComEd were to educate all 95 

customers in the AMI footprints on the purpose, the process and the features of the smart 96 

meter system that will help them manage their electricity usage.  This took place during 97 

the pre-installation, installation, and testing periods.  Tasks included broad-reach 98 

education communications to all smart meter customers as well as grassroots education at 99 

community events.  100 

Specific customer educational communications included smart meter installation 101 

information to customers; data acquisition and analysis for the customer daily usage Web 102 

page; customer letters and automated phone call regarding availability of daily usage 103 

information on Web page; Home Energy Reports mailed to customers regarding their 104 

electricity use; educational community meetings coordinated with local officials and 105 

community groups; brochure and magnet for distribution at community meetings/events; 106 

submissions to local newspapers and Web sites to promote local meetings.  Additional 107 

tasks included Spanish translation of select education materials, addressing AMI 108 

customer questions and concerns, as well as research and analysis of AMI customer 109 

actions taken as a result of the communications efforts.  110 
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Q. Through the end of calendar year 2010, what costs are being recovered under the 111 

rider/tariff that were incurred as a result of the AMI Pilot? 112 

A. The costs being recovered as a result of the AMI Pilot, excluding CAP, can be generally 113 

grouped into four categories; 114 

A. Workshop O&M expenses – R.W. Beck’s fees and facility rental totaling 115 
$786,514 through August 2010. 116 

B. AMI capital - Purchase and installation of the AMI meters and network devices, 117 
and related materials, equipment, management and supervision, totaling 118 
$23,477,474 through year-end 2010. 119 

C. Information Technology (“IT”) capital - Purchase and implementation of 120 
information system hardware and software, and related materials, equipment, and 121 
project management, totaling $29,020,817 through year-end 2010.  122 

D. Customer communication O&M expenses - Education materials and resources 123 
totaling $2,024,078 through August 2010.  124 

Please refer to the attachment to the direct testimony of Mr. Fruehe, ComEd Ex. 2.1, 125 

regarding the recovery of the incurred costs. 126 

III. AMI Workshop Costs 127 

Q. Why did ComEd conduct AMI Workshops? 128 

A. At page 139 of Final Order in ComEd’s 2007 rate case, Docket No. 07-0566, the 129 

Commission directed:  130 

…that the AMI Workshop process, as proposed by CNE witness Fein and refined 131 
in the surrebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Crumrine, begin as soon as 132 
practicable to develop project goals, timelines, evaluation criteria and Phase 0 133 
technology selection criteria.  Because the Commission is adopting Rider SMP for 134 
the limited purpose of a pilot program (Phase 0), the Commission perceives no 135 
need for the biennial filing schedule (whereby ComEd would file for approval of 136 
new projects and the continuation of existing projects every two years).  If, in 137 
subsequent proceedings, the Commission decides to continue with AMI and smart 138 
grid proposals beyond Phase 0 then the need for a biennial filing schedule can be 139 
reevaluated.  CNE and ComEd state that the AMI workshop process could be 140 
completed in about six months.  The Commission finds that time period to be 141 
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reasonable.  If more time is necessary, a request for more time can be brought to 142 
the Commission 143 

CUB proposes, and ComEd does not object, that a third-party facilitator be 144 
employed to direct the workshop process.  The Commission agrees with CUB and 145 
finds the use of a third-party facilitator to be important and appropriate. 146 
Accordingly, all interested parties may submit recommendations to the Executive 147 
Director of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Executive Director”), or his 148 
designee, for a third-party facilitator.  The Executive Director, or his designee, 149 
shall then solicit the information needed to make a decision and select the 150 
candidate determined to be the most qualified third-party facilitator.  The 151 
Executive Director, or his designee, shall then notify ComEd of the selected 152 
candidate.  ComEd shall retain the services of that candidate as the third-party 153 
facilitator.  In addition, the Commission finds it necessary to be kept apprised as 154 
to the progress of the AMI Workshops, therefore, the third-party facilitator shall 155 
report to the Commission every ninety days on the progress of the AMI 156 
Workshops. 157 

Q. Who did the Commission’s Executive Director chose as third party facilitator for 158 

the AMI Workshops?  159 

A. The third party facilitator chosen by the Commission’s Executive Director was Plexus 160 

Research, a division of R.W. Beck.  On December 2, 2008, ComEd retained the services 161 

Plexus Research. 162 

Q. What other costs did ComEd incur with respect to the AMI Workshops? 163 

A. AMI workshop costs also included facility rental fees where the workshops were held.   164 

IV. AMI Deployment – Procurement Process 165 

Q. How were the necessary equipment and services procured? 166 

A. ComEd conducted five separate competitive bids:   167 

1. AMI technology and smart meters  168 

2. Information systems integrator; 169 

3. Meter data management software; 170 

4. Information system middleware software; and 171 
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5. Customer Communications service providers.  172 

Q. Can you describe the selection process of the AMI technology and smart meters? 173 

A. The AMI technology and smart meter vendor selection began during the AMI workshops 174 

that commenced in December 2008.  In January 2009, ComEd, with input from 175 

stakeholders, developed and revised a Request for Proposal (“RFP”) that explored pricing 176 

and optionality.  ComEd issued the revised RFP in February 2009 to ten vendors with 177 

known AMI deployments.  Eight of the ten vendors responded.  The requirements 178 

included criteria for capability, flexibility and scalability, network performance, security, 179 

maturity, obsolescence risk, economic stimulus, interoperability, MWBE (Minority and 180 

Woman owned Business Entities), and environment.  Three vendors passed the 181 

preliminary selection standards (minimum requirements) within the criteria.  ComEd 182 

conducted an extensive process to evaluate and score the three proposals.  ComEd shared 183 

its scoring results as well as its “order of magnitude” pricing comparison, preserving 184 

vendor anonymity, with the workshop participants.  ComEd conducted price negotiations 185 

with the three vendors as well as due diligence inquiries.  Throughout the bid evaluation 186 

process, ComEd held workshops with non-vendor stakeholders to solicit input regarding 187 

its scoring and vendor selections.  Once the AMI technology was selected, ComEd 188 

worked with the meter manufacturers to obtain the required Pilot functionality in the 189 

smart meter at the best price. 190 

Q. Following the RFP, which vendor was awarded the AMI technology? 191 

A. Based on this evaluation process, the AMI technology contract was awarded to Silver 192 

Spring Networks.  Of the final three scored proposals, Silver Spring Networks scored 193 

highest in 9 of the 10 criteria.  Based on ComEd’s evaluation, the solution provided the 194 
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most secure, highest performing, and most interoperable solution that also met all of 195 

ComEd’s primary selection criteria.  Since two meter manufacturers integrate the Silver 196 

Spring Network communications into their meter, the procurement strategy was to 197 

negotiate best and final pricing with each and award the majority of the meters to the 198 

lowest bidder.  Additionally, ComEd awarded less than 5% of the smart meters to the 199 

losing bidder for evaluation purposes and risk mitigation. 200 

Q. Did the Commission approve the use of Silver Spring Networks in Docket No. 09-201 

0263? 202 

A. Yes.  The Commission approved the use of the Silver Spring Networks as vendor of the 203 

AMI Network.  See Docket No. 09-0263, Final Order (10/14/09) at 58. 204 

Q. Can you describe the selection process of the IT-related bids, information systems 205 

integrator, meter data management software; and information system middleware 206 

software?  207 

A. Yes.  The RFPs included: 208 

1. Meter Data Management System Product RFP to support up to 200,000 Smart 209 
Meters;  210 

2. Service-Oriented Architecture/Enterprise Service Bus product stack RFP for 211 
enabling IT Integration Needs (Middleware); and 212 

3. System Integrator RFP for MDMS Implementation and IT Back Office 213 
Integration. 214 

Exelon Business Services Company (“BSC”) Supply organization, which utilizes 215 

industry best practices for sourcing products and services, led the RFPs.  The three RFPs 216 

were issued to vendors most capable of providing the functionality and meeting the AMI 217 

Pilot timeline.  Before an RFP would be issued to a particular vendor, the product vendor 218 
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had to meet predetermined gating criteria, which varied depending on the RFP.  As part 219 

of the RFP process, the RFP Evaluation team created and weighted product and system 220 

integrator selection criteria to systematically assess all participants.  After reviewing both 221 

written and oral presentations, and providing additional information to all RFP 222 

participants, the RFP Evaluation team validated RFP responses and reviewed pricing, 223 

discussed strengths and weaknesses as assessed using the selection criteria, and ranked 224 

the vendors in each of the RFPs.  Subsequently, contracts were executed with each 225 

selected vendor, including strict schedule compliance components, hold backs, penalties, 226 

and other clauses.  227 

Q. Finally, can you describe how the service providers were chosen for Customer 228 

Communications? 229 

A. An RFP, which was led by BSC Supply, was issued that asked qualified integrated 230 

marketing/communications agencies to provide customer education related to ComEd’s 231 

AMI program.  Of the submitted proposals, five were selected for the final evaluation.  232 

Four of the agencies provided proposals for both grassroots and broad-reach customer 233 

education.  CNT provided a plan for grassroots-only.  After reviewing the proposals and 234 

conducting on-site interviews, Burson Marsteller was awarded the broad-reach customer 235 

education element and CNT was awarded the grassroots customer education element.  236 

Burson Marstellar was awarded the contract because it provided a strategic and practical 237 

broad-reach communications plan and had strong integrated communications capabilities.  238 

CNT was awarded the contract because of its extensive grassroots experience and 239 

knowledge of the market.   240 
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The decision to use OPOWER to provide non-CAP AMI customers with access to 241 

daily usage information on the website as well as Home Energy Reports was based on the 242 

fact that it already was an existing service provider and was under contract to execute the 243 

Website and Home Energy Reports for the CAP.  ComEd executed an addendum for the 244 

existing contract in order to provide Website access and information as well as Home 245 

Energy Reports for all AMI non-CAP customers.  E. Morris and San Jose also were 246 

existing ComEd service providers for multicultural communications efforts.  MSI, a 247 

research firm was awarded a contract because it also was an existing service provider.   248 

Due to the Appellate Decision, the customer education elements were halted.  Once 249 

Bridge Tariff was approved, a scaled down communications effort commenced in early 250 

February 2011. 251 

V. Deployment of AMI 252 

Q. What resources did ComEd use to install the smart meters and associated field 253 

network devices? 254 

A. ComEd utilized internal labor to install all the field equipment – meter technicians to 255 

install meters and overhead line crews to install the network devices.  Internal labor was 256 

also leveraged to provide overall project management of the Pilot activities. 257 

VI. Conclusion 258 

Q. Were the capital expenditures and O&M expenses associated with the deployment 259 

of AMI reasonably incurred? 260 

A. Yes.  These amounts were reasonable due to the careful planning and implementation of 261 

the project consistent with the ICC ordered workshop recommendations and use of 262 

standard competitive bidding practices for vendor selection.  263 
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Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 264 

A. Yes. 265 


